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About Marketing 360®

Marketing 360® Lead Generation Software
Generated over 8,700 leads in 180 days.

marketing360.com

- Headquartered in Fort Collins, CO
- Founded in 2009 & became a
Google Premier Partner in 2015
- #1 Marketing Platform® for generating
e-commerce leads.

About Company

NATIONAL

L E A D G E N E R A TIO N
In last 180 days of analyzing the campaigns, we are tracking a 20.33%
conversion rate within Marketing 360®.

Game Plan: Date Feb 18 - August 15, 2016 (180 Days)
Strong ROI for Paid Search Placement

National Floor Matting Company
- Located in Atlanta
- Family owned and operated, SMB floor
matting company. They sell mats for any
industry and have a robust product offered
with competitive pricing. The owner was
inspired to start this company to provide a
better future and opportunity for his family.

Gary came to Marketing 360® looking for a better paid search solution.
In need of better technology to manage his PPC campaigns, organic
strategy, remarketing, and track leads, we on boarded the business and
got to work. 2 years later, we continue to see strong growth with an
average of 400% ROI across all channels.

" Nikki and the folks at Marketing 360® do an awesome job promoting our
company's sales efforts through a variety of PPC campaigns. Highly recommend
them!"
Gary, Owner and Operator

Goals

Increase lead flow and grow the business

Snapshot of Top Placement Ads®, Retargeting Ads®, and our Natural
Listing Ads® efforts. During the last 180 days, we are converting at
20.33% across all channels with a cost per conversion of $13.88.
(period comparison analysis)

Results & Metrics:
- Cost per conversion $13.88, 35.29%
improvement.
- Generated over 8,700 leads in the last 180
days, 76.59% improvement.
- Average ROI on marketing investment is
400%

Top Placement Ads®,
PPC Software,
generated over 1,300
leads/calls combined.

Retargeting Ads®
Brought back over 2K
visitors to the site

Natural Listing Ads®,
SEO Software, 11,000
visitors with a 21.95%
conversion rate.
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Why It Worked
Robust Marketing Solution
"Annual revenue has doubled since on
boarding with us"

Marketing 360
Nikki R., Senior Marketing Executive

Key Product Drivers
Marketing 360®, TPA®, NLA®, RET®
Online Marketing Strategy
Utilizing our suite of software products within Marketing 360®,
we generated more than 8,700 leads, resulting in a cost per conversion
of $13.88 with an average of 400% Return On Investment (ROI).
(ROI Average Calculated from Nov 14 - Dec 15)

Lead Flow is Amazing
"Over the last 180 days, our software has
generated over 8,700 leads"

"Failure is not an option. Perseverance is a given. The ability to make lemonade
from lemons is expected. We could have failed, we could have chosen to quit, we
could have just given up all hope, but we didn’t. And we never will."

(On Running a Business) - Gary, Owner and Operator

Marketing 360
Jerry K., Chief Marketing Officer

Customer Response
"Nikki and the folks at Marketing 360® do an
awesome job promoting our company's sales
efforts"

Conclusion
Prior to coming to us, Gary was managing and trying to grow his
business at scale. This proved to be difficult as there was a need for
better technology. Our partnership with Gary has proved to be mutually
beneficial and has been in place more than 2 years. We have helped
double the revenue of his business since on-boarding with us. We have
successfully optimized campaigns and achieved high ranking for
keywords that have generated over 11,000 visitors to his site in the last
180 days with a 20.33% conversion rate across all channels.

Floor Matting Company
Gary, Owner and Operator
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